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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2019 Keystone RV Fuzion 427, Keystone RV Fuzion toy hauler 427 highlights:
Kitchen Island Full and Half Bath Outdoor Entertainment Two Power Awnings 13'
Separate Garage Hot toys require a hot-looking rig, and this Fuzion toy hauler fifth
wheel has definitely got the look! You will be turning heads as you pull in and
unload all of your equipment from the rear 8' zero gravity ramp door. When the
sunshine turns to clouds and you need to come inside, you will be met with an
exceptional alternative to outdoor fun with the 40" LED TV in the garage and the
LED TV in the central living area. You will also appreciate having plenty of room
for everyone to come inside because of the three slides that have been included
in the design, and with all of the many different sleeping options, this unit gives
you plenty of space to sleep nine people each night. The Fuzion toy hauler fifth
wheels are more than just a garage: they are a luxurious getaway experience! The
Fuzion gives you a place to store your toys while you are traveling, yet delivers the
comforts of home at the same time. What sets the Fuzion apart from the rest of
the crowd are the exclusive swing-out stools that make it easy to indulge in a
quick snack at the counter and the hidden pantry that keeps the interior looking
clutter free. The iN-Command control system is also something you don t want to
miss out on. This system controls all the lights, tanks, thermostat, and awnings all
within an app on your phone. And for those who pack everything but the kitchen
sink, you will certainly appreciate the Fuzion-exclusive Super Storage
compartment in the garage that will allow you to bring along everything you need
for a successful adventure with the family!
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Basic information Year: 2019
Stock Number: FU810743
VIN Number: 4YDF42738KF810743
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 43
GVW: 19000
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Murray, Utah, United States
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